
geográfico,  se  desvanece  frente  a  su  interpretación  intangible.  Las

representaciones  gráficas,  escritas  y  orales  son  imágenes  constitutivas  de

significaciones y asumen la dimensión comunicativa del paisaje como sistema

de signos y simbolos.

En Uruguay la estima de los paisajes culturales es un tema reciente. La idea de

paisaje en la consideración del patrimonio no esta aún presente con suficiente

fuerza  y  menos  aún  la  de  paisaje  cultural.  Cuando  la  ciudad  se  propone

desarrollar planes urbanos y proyectos, estos paisajes constituídos no solo por

sus aspectos materiales sino fundamentalmente por aquellos aspectos menos

visibles  como  costumbres,  modos  de  vida,  prácticas  culturales  y  valores

inmateriales no son siempre considerados. 
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"People feel part of a landscape, establishing multiple, deep complicity with it.

This  feeling  is  legitimate,  ancestral  and universal,  as  well  as  it  is  true  that

dialectical tension between  local and global is affecting the places a lot, it is

also true that,  largely,  people  are still  acting as a territorialized culture,  and

landscape plays a major social and cultural role in it.” 

(Nogué, 2011)

Urban  landscapes  are  the  ones  that  dominate  contemporaneity.  Literature,

plastic  arts  and  music,  are  some  of  the  manifestations  that  while  being

performed contribute to define cultural landscapes  highlighting its values and

giving patrimonial category .

If  we  drew  a  landscapes  map  of  the  city  of  Montevideo  surely  each



neighborhood would appear identified by its qualities, sometimes characterized

by its architecture, morphology, by its trees, by their way of life, its people, its

tangible and intangible heritage, its colors, textures and aromas, ultimately for

its cultural landscape.

Some of these would stand out for its representativeness in various aspects, El

Cerro de Montevideo (montevideo´s hill)  would appear marked by its unique

geographical position and as the immigrants neighborhood. The montevidean

coast  would  also  appear  with  its  promenade  ,  a  singular  scenic  piece  and

democratic public space par excellence .

In this paper, we chose to reveal and give value to an essentially Montevidean

landscape, which expresses a critical social dimension and is constructed from

a  unique  cultural  expression  connected  to  the  old  Afro-Uruguayan  roots  ,

becoming  one  of  the  leading  expressions  of  our  national  folklore:  the

Candombe.

Why landscape?

We start from the idea of landscape as a continuous, cumulative, collective and

cultural  complex  construction,  which  integrates  natural  and  anthrop  values,

social, spatial and temporally characterized construction.

Along with Nogué we believe that " the landscape is full of places that embody

the  experience  and  aspirations  of  people  ;  places  that  become  meaningful

centers,  symbols that  express thoughts,  ideas and several  emotions"  These

places are not just physical areas, they are places full of emotions where the

tangible materiality may not be so important.

We then refer to the cultural and symbolic quality of a Montevidean landscape,

that  is originally identified with three neighbourhoods -Barrio Sur, Palermo y

Cordón-  and  that  gradually  extends  its  territory  to  the  entire  city  area  and

integrates not only to the community that gave it birth, but a range of actors

from different  areas,  resignifying  cultural  expressions,  spaces and territories

and becoming collective heritage.

Candombe music and dance, is connected to the old Afro-Uruguayan roots. "



Candombe has been the most  important and significant dance,  musical  and

religious expression of the uruguayan black people " ... " It has permeated our

society so much that it became a national cultural element , which identifies the

country " (Montaño , 2008)

Candomble turns the streets of Montevideo's neighborhoods into emotionally

charged existential spaces. "In every neighborhood groups of people gather to

play drums ,  they learn from the most experienced and master their playing,

organize groups and tour their neighborhood streets playing drums" (Boronat ,

et al, 2007)

In these neighborhoods Candombe as a cultural manifestation conforms every

Sunday's and holidays landscape. So the landscape is “a changing scenario

that moves to the beat of time and life." (Estévez , 2007)

Some history

During the second half of the eighteenth century the Port of Montevideo was the

only route of entry for African slaves to the Viceroyalty of the Río de la Plata. At

the end of the century 35% of Montevideo´s population was of African descent.

They were grouped into "nations”  according to  their  origin  and organized in

Nation  halls.  Masters  and  authorities  allowed  such  organizations  and  on

Sundays and holidays they were able to gather. Each group called its members

by drumming. It is presumed that each nation had its own sound with timbres

and rhythms that identified them.

In Montevideo since 1760 at least, every sunday “masters allowed their slaves

to go to their “courts” aligned by the walls that closed and protected the city”

In the small walled town, each group called their colleagues, who would left the

house of their masters, and met with those who called ... “(Montagno, 2008)

The  first  known  register  of  the  term  “Candombe”  dates  back  to  1830  and

appeared on a poem written in Bozal tongue published, by a newspaper of that

time.

Compañelo di candombe 

Pita pango e bebe chicha .



Y a le sijo que tienguemo.

No se puede sé cativa: 

Pol eso lo Camundá, 

Lo Casanche, lo Cabinda, 

Lo Banguela, Manyolo, 

Tulo canta, tulo grita (...)

In 1839 these demonstrations were banned within the city walls and were only

allowed in front of the south wall. Then in 1853 dances and candombes were

banned near the houses and were authorized only in specified sectors of the

New Town. Despite these restrictions the groups continued to meet mainly in

areas of Barrio Sur and Palermo neighborhoods and in some Cordón areas

taking as reference the location of the Conventillos where black people lived.

In the XX century the nation's elements where grouped, giving birth to what’s

known as “Sociedades de Negros y Lubolos”

El  Conventillo  Mediomundo,  tenement  house  where  a  large  group  of  Afro-

Uruguayan population lived, in “Reus al Sur y Palermo”, were the recognized

cradle of  two Candombe rhythmic  variations;  Cuareim (Sur)  and the Ansina

(Palermo).

These landmarks linked to the history of candombe were in one case totally

demolished and in the other partially. Despite the dismantling of the traditional

areas of practice and transmission of candombe, in the seventies Candomble is

reaffirmed  and  extended  occupying  new  areas  and  becoming  an  everyday

landscape of the city. People take it to different neighborhoods of Montevideo,

and  to  other  cities  and  other  countries,  it  is  also  expanded  by  the  use  of

musicians,  performers and artists who incorporate it  into their  creations and

repertoire.

Currently Candombe and its procession is a street party that forms an identity

landscape  of  Montevideo  city.  Public  spaces  are  taken  spontaneously  and

socially interpreted as cultural production spaces.

It has special dates such as Jan. 6 where San Baltasar Day is commemorated,



or " llamada de reyes “. It is also a part of ”el carnaval”, carnival party of  the

Montevidean society ,  it  has its own expression using the parade that takes

place the first  Friday of February where various walking comparsas tour the

traditional neighborhoods Sur and Palermo . While the latter has constituted a

tourist attraction and many say it has been " carnivalized " it is a heartfelt and

very awaited festival for there the groups of Montevideo and many other cities

around the country gather together .

candombe cultural landscape

Candombe preserves the tradition of making music with drums while marching,

generating a changing dynamic and spatiality.

A unique type of drum in three sizes is used: “Chico”, “Piano” and “Repique”

constitute  the  “cuerda”  (name used for  a  group of  players).  Before  playing,

drums are tempered and the time is used to heat the “lonjas” (leather) is also

used to fraternize around a fire. This is one of the rituals of candombe. Then the

“Cuerda” goes slowly through the streets and people start marching with the

players.

Candombe  is  a  urban  landscape,  it  is  not  practiced  in  rural  areas.  Today

although the physical place and its character are influencial, it’s being closely

related to the experiences and practices of its actors. This landscape physically

intermittent  but  constant  in  everyday  imaginary,  is  a  source  of  identity  and

belonging.

The real time of the event tinges with movement, color and sound the urban

areas  where  it  is  developed  and  the  effect  lasts  in  the  memory  loading  of

meaning these places.

Each neighborhood recognizes the streets and corners where its “comparsa”

tours , bringing together fans and visitors on certain days of the week. In Sur

and Palermo neighborhoods it's on Sundays at dusk, in Malvin on Sunday at

noon at Ciudad Vieja on Saturdays ...

It is a meeting place and a popular and complex expression, which beyond its

music and dances has a story that comes from the beginning of our city, and a



wealth of important artistic expressions that represent it.

The  landscape  can  be  subject  to  different  views,  interpretations  and

representations, all subjective and with different intentions. So the landscape is

a resource of identity and belonging for its inhabitants, they are the landscapes

of  life,  dreams,  and  symbols.  It  is  also  a  resource  for  creating  perceptive,

sensitive, affective relationships with the same character they appear in different

artistic  and local  cultural  artists,  poets,  musicians and composers,  write  and

compose to express their feelings, painters reproduce landscapes with different

accents .

This is how in Uruguay the process of redefinition and resizing of this cultural

practice , that extends and appropriates the Montevideo urban areas, has links

with the process of appropriation by the movement of Uruguayan popular music

of this rhythm both in beat music and folk singing.

Here we bring some examples of lyrics of locally and internationally recognized

authors that speak of this cutural landscape.

Both the urban landscape aspects that have to do with the cultural practice and

the qualitative ones are described. These poems turned into songs go beyond a

physical description highlighting aesthetic, symbolic and identity values of the

landscape. They communicate the magic and essence of them .

Yacumenza (oYa comienza)

Callecitas de adoquines,

te harán vibrar con su canto

los negros de roncas voces,

los negros de duras manos,

tan duras como la vida

de ese Sur montevideano

con sus rotos conventillos,

piezas de cuatro por cuatro,

donde se amontonan hijos

y sueños casi castrados.

Al paso de las comparsas

se vuelve un infierno el barrio.



De los gastados pretiles

saluda el palomo macho

la danza de Rosa Luna

sobre el antiguo empedrado.

Tiritar de escobilleros,

las lonjas vienen llamando

el enjambre de negritos, *

que son gorrioncitos pardos.

De las vías de Palermo

saltan recuerdos de antaño,

cuando la diosa Gularte

plumereaba su reinado

en los calientes febreros

con tamboriles quemados.

Las noches de yacumenza

de vino se están pintando

y en el Convento del Medio

serpentean los volados.

Revolotear de abanicos

en las abuelas de barro,

quebrando los almidones

el parche de tantos años.

Cuando levanta el repique,

se eriza el inquilinato

y es el grito de esta raza

que se trepa a los tejados

para cantar sus cantares

tan libre como los pájaros.

 José Carvajal

Durazno y Convención

La calle Durazno

Nace a la intemperie

Telón ceniciento

Palmeras al viento



Abierta a las olas

Marrones y blancas

De la playa chica

Que muere en el Gas

La calle Durazno

Muere sin saberlo

Cuando se ilumina

Toda de lila

En pleno diciembre

A la hora más lenta

La siesta obligada

Del jacarandá

La vida

La vida como siempre dura

La noche como siempre oscura

Por la calle Convención

El mismo

El mismo taconeo absorto

Los yiros del paseo corto

De la calle Convención

La vida

La vida tironeando el cobre

La tienda del judío pobre

De la calle Convención

Botijas

Botijas de la moña suelta

De las rodillas bien mugrientas

Por la calle Convención

La calle Durazno

Atraviesa dos barrios

De chata figura

De amarga dulzura

Son Sur y Palermo

Rivales y hermanos

Que cruzan Durazno

Camino del mar

Candombe

Candombe murga y batucada



Paseándose por la bajada

De la calle Convención

Canilla

Canilla Acción El Plata Diario

Paquete bajo el brazo largo

Por la calle Convención

Los lentes

Los lentes de los relojeros

Los ojos de los bagayeros

De la calle Convención

Y un día

Un día te veré contento

El día que te lleve el viento

De Durazno y Convención

Candombe

Candombe murga y batucada

Paseándose por la bajada

De la calle Convención

Los perros

Los perros de los bichicomes

Durmiendose por los rincones

De la calle Convención

Baldosas

Baldosas partidas hace años

Recuerdos que me hicieron daño

Por la calle Convención

Y un día

Un día te veré contento

El día que te abrace el viento

De Durazno y Convención

Jaima Roos

Por si vuelvo

Barrio Sur, casas pintadas

De colores diferentes

Hoy entré a tu conventillo



Donde habita tanta gente

Alegrías por doquier

Aunque se ve la pobreza,

Son morenos de grandeza

van llevando su añoranza

Que viven para sufrir,

Su alegría permanente

El chas chas del tamboril.

Siento hervir en mí la sangre

salgo ya pa´ la llamada,

nunca estuve entreverado

ahora de grande me llama,

calentando tamboriles

y ensayando la comparsa,

los morenos por las calles 

de los años ya pasados,

de los parches también rotos

de los blancos que bailando

Se quedaron con nosotros.

Balconea la morena

Con su moreno de enfrente,

Mamás viejas, gramilleros

Es el candombe y se viene,

La historia del conventillo

De nuestro Montevideo,

Puerta abierta para todos

Invitación de morenos

Jorge do Pasos 

Perceptive, sensitive, and emotional relations to this landscape are represented

and also appear in other arts forms and local culture as painting, street art and

graffiti.  Painting  and  photography  catch  these  landscapes  and  help  to

understand it.

Candombe , originally representative of the Afro-Uruguayan community , today

is recognized by the social collective as patrimonial heritage .

Among the most famous painters we find Pedro Figari and Carlos Paez Vilaro ,

Uruguayan painting benchmarks that dealt with candombe at different times.



Figari  is  representative  of  a  moment  of  Latin  American  painting  when local

content was searched; he came into the painting world from a field of human

and social concerns. He testifies the past as a militant intellectual, Concerned

about  an  aesthetical  ideology  oriented  towards  the  Latin  American  cultural

roots.

In  his  painting  Paez Vilaró  takes  from different  cultures  those characteristic

elements that impact him. Installed in a part of the tenement " Middle World " ,

painted  scenes  of  Candomble  ,  and  the  daily  life  of  this  Latin  American

population. 

The works of these artists, musicians, writers are charged with tangible and

intangible elements that  are configurations of  identity.  The tangible,  material

and geography disappear against its intangible interpretation. Graphic, written

and oral representations are constitutive images of meanings and assume the

communicative dimension of the landscape as a system of signs and symbols.

In Uruguay the esteem of cultural  landscapes is a recent topic. The idea of

landscape being considered as heritage is  not  yet  strong enough,  let  alone

cultural landscape. When the city intends to develop urban plans and projects ,

these (constituted not only by material aspects but mainly for those less visible

aspects such as customs , lifestyles , cultural practices and intangible values )

landscapes are not always considered .
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